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the records of the negotiations for the Franco-Russian
Alliance:
"General Obruchev emphasized finally the necessity of
the immediate and simultaneous mobilization of the Russian
and French armies at the first news received by either of the
two countries of a mobilization of the forces of the. Triple
Alliance. He understands further that this mobilization of
France and Russia would be followed immediately by posi-
tive results, by acts of war, in a word would be inseparable
from an 'aggression.'"77
Similarly, General Boisdeffre, in talking with the Tsar
the day after the Military Convention had been approved,
remarked:
"The mobilization is the declaration of war. To mobilize
is to oblige one's neighbor to do the same. Mobilization
involves the carrying out of strategic transportation and con-
centration. Otherwise, to leave a million men on one's
frontier, without doing the same simultaneously, is to de-
prive oneself of all possibility of moving later; it h placing
oneself in the situation of an individual who, with a pistol
in his pocket, should let his neighbor put a weapon to his
forehead without drawing his own." [To which Alexander
III replied], "That is exactly the way I understand it"™
In a Russian secret order approved by the Tsar on
March 12, 1912, at the moment Russia helped to secure the
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has argued that in these negotiations the principle that "Mobilization
means war" was understood to apply only to the* adversaries of Franco and
Russia, and not to a Russian mobilization*   Though no doubt, in the
passage just quoted, Boisdoffrc had in mind mobilization by the enemies
of France, he was stating a general principle, endorsed by till military
men,   It would be an illogical and one-sided argument to maintain that
mobilization by Germany or Austria means war, and that mobilization by
Russia or France does not mean war. Moreover, Obruchev speaks expressly
of the mobilization of France and Russia as involving immediate acts of
war:  "II eutend du res{c que cotte mobilisation do la France et de la
Russie soit suivie imm6diatement d'effots uctifa, d'actes de guerre, eu un
mot soit inseparable d'une Aggression;"' ibid., p, 58,

